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resultArray = { String1, String2, String3 }; //code for loop: //searchs resultArray for the string name1
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//updates resultArray with extracted values //code for loop name1 and name2 are strings in a list,
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A: Don't always trust the "Related Questions" links. In this case I was directed to this question:
Unable to open a netbios name related to "software estibamax" Microsoft Support: Several days ago
I opened Event Viewer and I found an error of this type: "RpcEcp succeeded with error 0x80150508
(software estibamax)" In addition you may have installed software called "Accuant Windows Service
Manager" during software maintenance. We would recommend removing that software, or disabling

it, as that may be the root cause of the error. We would also recommend checking with Accuant
Support or Accuant's Remote Support module, who may be able to fix this issue and restore full
access to your folders. Accuant Support Errors that are caused by not having full access to the

folders: ERROR Win32 error 0x80150508 Returned when a request to access a folder fails.
0x80150508: Failed to access folder ZZZ. A previous connection attempt to ZZZ failed. Accuant

Remote Support Impact: 0x80150508 Error Code: 0x80150508 Description: Failed to access folder
ZZZ. A previous connection attempt to ZZZ failed. (Un)nknown Error Repairing this error: Restart the
computer. (If this does not solve the problem, you may have to perform an offline fix.) While You're
Offline: Reinstall the Accuant software. Run the Accuant Service Manager application to ensure that

it is fully installed. (Open "My Computer" > "Local Disk (C:)") Right-click on "Accuant Service
Manager", and select Properties. Under the "General" tab, 6d1f23a050
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